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Identity and Branding

ACI Solutions
Redesign and Branding Project.
Designed: Logo and Collateral
Materials

Koils by Nature
Redesign and Branding Project.
Designed: Logo and Collateral
Materials as well as Packaging,
Lables, Advertisments and
consulting on other ventures.

LUZ
Design and Branding Project.
Designed: Logo and Collateral
Materials as well as consulted on tone.
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Superior Rex Rebrand
Design and Branding Project.
Designed: Logo and Collateral
Materials as well as web and user
experience

Identity and Branding

Gailforce Publishing
Design and Branding Project.
Designed: Logo and Collateral
Materials including posters and flyers
for an event.

MERCEDES-BENZ | BMW | VW | AUDI
23765 PEBBLE RUN PLACE, STE 150
STERLING, VA 20166
703-661-5106
gadiagnostics.com

German Auto Diagnostics
Design and Branding Project.
Designed: Logo and Collateral
Materials as well as Web consulting
and positioning and interior paint
scheme and lounge area

Fusica Architects & Brewworks
Design and Branding Project.
Designed: Logo and Collateral
Materials
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Futuro Painting and Rennovations
Design and Branding Project.
Designed: Logo and Collateral
Materials as well as Van and Truck
wrap and give aways.

Titus HVAC 70th Anniversary
Design Project.
Designed: Logo for use in email and
presentation purposes.

Print Communications
Theological College
Designed: Collateral Materials
including Postcards and Brochures and
Flyers for an events.

GreenBrilliance
Designed: Collateral Materials as
well as Trade Show Booth.

Go Solar,
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Service
&
Maintenance

Site Assessment
&
Solar Analysis

Specializing in design and installation of
Solar Electric & Solar Hot Water Systems.

Call Today at 1-888-365-ASKGB
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locally at 703-657-0090 or email for a free consultation at contact@greenbrilliance.com
www.greenbrilliance.com
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Print Communications
Navy Federal
Designed: Collateral & Campaign
Materials including Postcards,
Brochures, Posters and Flyers for
in branch and external events and
campaigns.
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Print Communications
Navy Federal
Designed: Collateral & Campaign
Materials including Postcards,
Brochures, Posters and Flyers for
in branch and external events and
campaigns.
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Titus/Superior Rex
Designed: Collateral Materials
including Brochures and Flyers for
Sales Reps. Print and Download.

Print Communications
Barber DME Supply Group
Designed: Collateral & Campaign
Materials including Postcards,
Brochures, Posters and Newsletters for
both in-house and external campaigns.
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The Whale Curve: An Enterprise Tool for Sales, Products and Profit Optimization

The 80/20 Rule is Insufficient Today

Most executives are familiar with Pareto’s Law,
also known as the 80/20 rule. This law defines the
tendency in large, fragmented data sets, for the
top 20% of the data points to contribute 80% of
value outcomes, with the bottom 80% of data points
contributing only 20% of value outcomes. The
Pareto Principle is a popular way of understanding
opportunities to simplify, prioritize, and exploit
advantages.

The Whale Curve: An Enterprise Tool for Sales,
Products and Profit Optimization
By: Mark Roberts

Executive Summary

In this era of big data, managers are leveraging
more sophisticated technical tools in order to
facilitate strategic decision-making. While most
organizations use some form of enterprise financial
management, cost-accounting has become
increasingly important when used as a tool to track
organizational activities. Although modern cost
accounting arose during the industrial revolution,
today’s time-pressed executives require a snapshottype of reporting with which to optimize operational
practices, pricing, sales, products and other
processes based on cost efficiency and capability—
both in aggregate and in detail. Cost accounting’s
primary functions are to facilitate strategic decision
making, plan for economic downturns, cost control,
and future-proofing the business.
In the practice of cost accounting, profitability
analysis has emerged as a particularly useful tool
to allocate the costs of the organization to output.
Once assigned, the costs can be deducted from
revenue per output unit. The difference shows the
unit margin of a client, product, vertical, territory,
or transaction. These calculations can be used to
validate management decisions. The results of

Nonetheless, when it comes to customer and
product profitability, the Pareto principle broadly
fails to account for the actual underlying economic
levers in business. Each business has its own
characteristics, and within the company—segments,
territories will have different properties, costs of
doing business, and ratios.

“Many companies have
found that revenue and gross
margin inadequate to the task of
identifying an individuals
product’s or profitability.”

The Problem with Traditional Financial
Reporting

Many companies have found that revenue and
gross margin inadequate to the task of identifying
an individual product’s or customer’s profitability.
Regrettably, macro-income statements do not

these calculations can be used to tell a story by calculate profitability at this granular level. True
profitability analysis (TPA) has become a critical
graphing them into a Whale Curve. Whale curves tool that CIOs can implement to help executives,
managers, and sales to identify their profitable,
are particularly effective when the organization neutral
and unprofitable products and clients and
wishes to represent customer, product, market, or further highlight the drivers that produce these
outcomes.
vertical visually.

“Cost-accounting has
become increasingly important
when used as a tool to track
organizational activities.”

The Whale Curve: An Enterprise Tool for Sales, Products and Profit Optimization

plus the company’s decisions that determine the
efficiency and cost of performing those activities.
Product or customer factors such as a product’s
sourcing or delivery costs tend to be fixed or stable
over time. By contrast—behaviors tend to be a
vendor or client’s operational choices. CTS is a
function of how your company chooses to perform
activities such as automation versus human-labor or
online ordering versus call centers. This way, CTS is
a function of factors, vendor/customer operations,
and internal choices, factors, and efficiencies.

To analyze the drivers of net income—it’s important
to calculate—at the line-item level, the volumes,
prices, and cost-of-goods-sold to arrive at the gross
margin and then sum to gross profit. To arrive at
net income, however, we must attribute to invoice
line-items the variable, semi-fixed and fixed costto-serve (CTS) of the organization to the products
and customers they serve. A methodology known
as activity-based costing (ABC) establishes the real
cost to attribute to individual invoice transaction for
a given time.
The CTS of products and customers results from a
combination of inherent factors versus behavioral
choices and the resulting support costs they incur

The purpose of this paper is to explore the
usability of the Whale Curve and determine its
role in improving decision-making for account
management, customer acquisition, sales
management, and recession proofing your business.
Typically found in the “wheelhouse” of a CFO or
Controller, decision-makers across departments
and business units are using the Whale Curve
to prescriptively enhance sales meetings, client
negotiations, recession planning, strategic account
development plans, M&A, and future-proofing.

Besides the attribution of operational costs, it is
crucial to identify the nature of such costs—whether
each cost is fixed, semi-fixed, or variable. Fixed
costs do not (over short or medium terms) change
proportionally as a function of broad changes in
sales volume. Semi-fixed costs vary when specific
step-level volume changes are triggered. Finally,
variable-costs change quickly and proportionally
to sales volume. Understanding operating costs at
this level allow executives and staff to determine if
it is possible to remediate underperforming market
segments, how to restructure operations to achieve
greater efficiencies and whether or how to serve,
expand, shed or restructure market segments,
customers or product offerings.

into a customer, product, territory, or markets’
contribution to your companies’ profitability. While
this data is often delivered in a different format,
there are distinct advantages to using graphical
representations. Information design pioneer and
statistician Edward Tufte, argues that the purpose
of good data representations is to deliver a
representation that is most “fit for purpose.” This will
enable the user to make the most out of the graph.
Other arguments for using graphics include:

by revenue and gross margin statistics that are
generally used to assess success or viability.
Each business’s definitive net income results
from the tension among three distinct groups of
customers and products:
♦ Profit-makers- products and customers who
contribute to peak internal profitability
♦ Profit-neutrals- products and customers
who either maintain or match peak internal
profitability
♦ Profit-takers- products and customers that
reduce peak internal profitability to actual net
profitability
The dynamics of these three groups and efforts to
understand and influence them determine the actual
net profit of the business—hence its enterprise
value and ability to target and manage profitable
growth. The difference between peak internal
profit and real net profit is profit opportunity. By
remediating profit-takers, improving profit-neutrals
and growing its profit-makers, the organization can
point its resources toward optimal, profitable growth.
Also, because two customers of the same gross
margin can consume organizational resources at
different rates, a deeper level of analysis is crucial to
understanding true customer unique profitability.

Whale Curve Overview

Whales curves are efficient and effective
graphical representations used to provide insights

♦ Acceptability- These types of reports are
appealing to the typical business executive
because it quickly communicates the theme of
the report.
♦ Facilitates decision making- The graphs can
be viewed at-a-glance and decisions made
rather quickly, which is not possible using a
standard descriptive report format.
♦ Comparative analysis- Information can
be compared in terms of graphical
representation; such correlation helps for
quick understanding.
Whale Curves are an output of activity-based
costing (ABC), which is a method that identifies
organizational activities and assigns the cost of
each major cost event to all products and services
according to their actual consumption. Typically, this
type of modeling assigns more indirect costs into
direct costs as compared to conventional costing.
Objectively, the practice of ABC informs decisionmaking in a prescriptive manner, for example.
♦ Diagnosing and eliminating products and
services that are unprofitable

The Whale Curve Fixes Where the
Consolidated Financial Statement Fails

Unfortunately, the consolidated financial statement
fails to reveal all of the variables of profit within the
business. From the transaction-level through vendorproduct family, customer, sales territory, branch,
customer group, there are substantial variances
and distinctions in net profitability that are obscured
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Negotiation has been around forever. At SPARXiQ, we value
technology, innovation, and analytics and we are proud to bring
negotiation training into the 21st century.
This document is meant to step you through getting started,
and give you an idea of what to expect as you begin the course.

NEGOTIATION
QUOTIENT PROGRAM

HOW TO GET STARTED

Onboarding Document

Scott Ridings

WELCOME TO
THE SPASIGMA
Negotiation Quotient Program!
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01

Welcome & Limo Case Intro

10

Surf Case Critique

02

Limo Case Critique & Basics

11

Fuzzy Money

NQ 1.0

03

Tactics

12

Surf Case Takeaways

TACTICAL AND
COMPETITIVE
NEGOTIATING

04

Pressure & Planning

13

Concession Making

05

Uncovering Pressure

14

Persuasion

06

Targets & Expectations

15

Satisfaction

VIRTUAL SEMINAR

18 SECTIONS

1

Next >

07

Tactics & Countermeasures

16

Relationships

08

Limo Case Takeaway

17

Stud Case Intro

09

Surf Case Intro

18

Stud Case Critique & Closing
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Next >

1

You go to SPARXiQ.com and click “client login” and enter
with your credentials.

2

Click on “COURSES.”

3

Click on your course (i.e. "NQ 1.0: Tactical & Competitive
Negotiating Virtual Seminar").

4

Click MODULE 1 to get started.
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SPARXiQ (Formerly SPA/SIGMA
Designed: Collateral Materials
including White Papers, Training
Materials and Flyers for Tradeshow and
B2B events and campaigns.

STEP 1
CATEGORIZE
System

Information Graphics
STEP 6
MONITOR
Security Controls

STEP 5
AUTHORIZE
Security Controls

Monitor and assess
selected security controls in
the information system on
an ongoing basis including
assessing security control
effectiveness, documenting
changes to the system or
environment of operation,
conducting security impact
analyses of the associated
changes, and reporting the
security state of the system
to appropriate
organizational officials

Authorize information
system operation based
upon a determination of the
risk to organizational
operations and assets,
individuals, other
organizations and the
Nation resulting from the
operation of the information
system and the decision that
this risk is acceptable

Select an initial set of
baseline security controls for
the information system
based on the security
categorization; tailoring and
supplementing the security
control baseline as needed
based on organization
assessment of risk and local
conditions

Categorize the information system
and the information processed,
stored, and transmitted by that
system based on an impact
analysis

RMF
Process for
IT and PIT
Systems

STEP 2
SELECT
Security Controls

Implement the security
controls and document how
the controls are deployed
within the information
system and environment of
operation.

STEP 3
IMPLEMENT
Security Controls

STEP 4
ASSESS
Security Controls
Assess the security controls using appropriate procedures
to determine the extent to which the controls are
implemented correctly, operating as intended,
and producing the desired outcome with respect to
meeting the security requirements for the system

1

Decommission
System

5

Initiate and Plan
IA C&A
• Register system with DoD Component
IA Program
• Assign IA Controls

Decommission

• Assemble DIACAP Team
• Include DIACAP Implimentation Plan

• Retire System

DoD Information Systems
• AIS Applications
• Enclaves
• Platform
IT Interconnections
• Outsourced
IT-Based Processes

4

2

Implement and Validate
Assigned IA Controls
• Execute DIACAP Implimentation Plan
• Conduct Validation Activities
• Prepare POA&M
• Compile Validation Results in DIACAP
Scorecard

Maintain Authorization
to Operate & Conduct
Reviews
• Maintain Situational Awareness

3

• Maintain IA Posture
• Conduct Reviews (review of IA
Conroles must occur at least annually)
• Initiate Re-accreditation

Make Certification
Determination &
Accreditation Decision
• Make Certification Determination
• Issue Accredidation Decision

Technical Overview
VRF heat recovery
outdoor unit

Hot water supply
Hot water return
Cold water supply
Cold water return

Central controllers

YLM air or water
sourced (22-56kW)

Scott Ridings

2 refrigerant pipes

Main HBC
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8 or 16 ports

Hot and cold water
feed to Sub HBC

Drone HBC
8 or 16 ports

Expansion tank
(field supply)

Up to 50 indoor units
(1.7-5.0kW)

Connection to second
main HBC if required

Water filling loop
(field supplied)

Connection size
22mm OD pipe
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Connection size
3/4” BSP screw
Remote controllers

Water piping providing
simultaneous heating and cooling
(20mm ID, throughout the system)

Various Clients
Designed: Information graphics for
presentations, brochures and annual
reports .

Information Graphics
Various Clients
Designed: Information graphics for
presentations, brochures and annual
reports .

FIGURE 1 – LUZ TECHNOLOGIES EMAIL SECURITY COMPONENT DETECTS
AND BLOCKS RANSOMWARE

Scott Ridings

Ransomware Distributor
Selects Target

Spear-Phishing
Email Sent

Traditional Email Security
Does not Detect Threat
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LUZ Technoloies Email
Security Detects and
Stops Ransomware

User Protected

EX
Anti Spam
Anti Virus
SEG

OR

operating as a mail transfer agent (MTA)

ETP
User
Notification
Alert

Threat
Intel
Verdict = BAD

Attachment
URL
Sender
Domain
HTML
Behavior
Real-Time Analysis

Presentation/Training
Titus/Superior Rex
Designed: Presentations for training
Client Reps.
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Email/Web Communications
National Rifle Association
Designed: Email campaigns with
multiple email versions and landing
pages.
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Email/Web Communications
Titus/Superior Rex
Designed: Website including secure
side.
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Social Media
Barber DME/Healthy Body Center
Designed: Posts every month for
special days, mothly themes, branding
and promotional offers.
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High Concept Packaging/Production
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Harper House
Concepted, Designed and produced
line extensions: Packaging for private
lable brands.

High Concept Packaging/Production
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Koils By Nature
Concepted, Designed and produced
packaging/labels for Hair and Body
Products sold worldwide.

Video (Concept and Production)

Lensis Builders
Concepted, Designed and Produced
YouTube videos for Before and After
remodels on there YouTube and
Web Page.
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SPARXiQ (Formerly SPA)
Concepted, and Designed and Art
Directed storyboards for typographic
style videos.

TradeShow
Juscom
Designed: Award winning Tradeshow
Booth and collateral material.
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